Granger Comments
6 Submissions Received
Summary of additional feedback received on the neighbourhood maps created as part of the 2009 OCP Review process
Feedback from Comment Forms, Email Submissions, Written
Letters
General support for the ideas represented on the
Neighbourhood map. Suggestion of a neighbourhood pub as an
additional use on the commercial site.
Trail connections need to be retained.

Previous Workshop Comments

Map Letter/Number

A variety of different ideas were presented on
this neighbourhood map.

Red Dots 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7 and Yellow Dots A
and B
Yellow Dot L

This area was suggested for residential
development
Ice Lake and Paddy's Pond areas should be retained as park
Protect large green are for trails and passive
Yellow Dot H
land.
recreation
Some areas are not suitable for residential development as they Some areas on the mape were labelled for high Yellow Dots C and K
are too small or we areas.
density and low density residential development.
Expand the firesmart program around Granger.
Some areas should remain as greenspace and not be used for
future development.
Support for the additional areas for potential future
development as shown on the map.
Support for retention of greenspace as shown on the map.
Support for buffer along Hayes Crescent.
The Rock Gardens should be protected.

Split between residential development and
protection.
These areas were suggested for residential
development
These areas were to remain as greenbelt or
protected areas.
This area was suggested as a buffer for
aesthetics/trails/noise control.
This area was to be protected from development.

Mount Mac Ski Trails should have the highest level of protection. Park Reserve designation was proposed for Mt
Mac Ski Trails.
Support for greater density to prevent sprawl
These areas were suggested for higher density
residential development.

Yellow Dots G, I, L
Yellow Dots A, B, C, E,
G, I, K, L
Yellow Dots G, H, I, J,
M
Red Dot 7
Yellow Dot M
Yellow Dot J
Yellow Dots A, B, C, E,
G, I, K, L

Prevent commercial sprawl by keeping major retail
developments downtown.
Encourage more local scale commercial development.
No liquor establishments in Granger.
Do not allow minor agriculture.

It was suggested that no "big box" retail be
permitted on the Highway.
It was suggested that additional development be
encouraged on the commercial site.
Site was suggested for a pub.
Suggested that agriculture should be supported.

Red Dot 1
Red Dot 5
Red Dot 5
Yellow Dot F

